We present here the realisation of cross-language speech retrieval system which retrieves German speech documents in response to user queries speci ed as French text. This has been achieved through the integration of two existing modules of the SPIDER information retrieval system, namely the query pseudo-translation module and the speech retrieval module. In the process of integrating these modules for cross-language speech retrieval, we have also made improvements to each in turn. We have progressed our research on aligning comparable corpora, an important resource for training the similarity thesauri used in our query pseudo-translation module, and we have now encorporated an automatic re nement loop into our speech retrieval module, using a probabilistic matching approach that has been proven e ective in retrieving error-prone documents. We have also introduced the use of automatic relevance feedback for query expansion and tested this both as a re nement to automatically pseudo-translated queries and as a preprocessing step for speech retrieval. We have evaluated our cross-language speech retrieval system over a collection of 30 hours of German speech, comparing the e ectiveness of French queries (cross-language) against performance on equivalent German queries (mono-lingual). It must be stressed that this work represents our rst step in the direction of cross-language speech retrieval. Our aim here is to establish a baseline of performance on this task, against which we can then measure the success of our continuing research in this area.
Introduction
The broad diversity of information now available electronically is re ected in the regularity with which we see the pre x multi-used in the literature of Information Science. This diversity of information presents a substantial research challenge in the eld of Information Retrieval, which seeks to provide users with the means and tools to search for and retrieve information in all of its heterogeneity. We have witnessed the upsurge of interest in multi-media information retrieval, dealing with information in the form of graphics, video, photographs and sound. More recently we have seen a growing interest in the retrieval of multi-lingual data, where a single source may contain information in many di erent languages, and in the possibilities for providing cross-language retrieval functionality.
Having addressed independently in the past the problems of retrieving speech data ( (Wechsler and Sch auble, 1995) ) and performing cross-language text retrieval ( ), in both cases with encouraging success, we have recently turned our attention to the combined task of peforming crosslanguage retrieval of spoken information. The fact that our previous work has used the same test environment, that provided by the SPIDER information retrieval system ((Sch auble, 1993) , ), has greatly simpli ed our current task of crosslanguage speech retrieval, which is achieved at present through a straightforward integration of the two relevant modules of the SPIDER system, namely the Pseudo-Translator module and the Speech Retrieval module.
It must be stressed that this work represents our rst step in the direction of cross-language speech retrieval. Our aim here is to establish a baseline of performance on this task, against which we can then measure the success of our continuing research in this area. What we present is a rather straightforward integration of existing system modules to achieve crosslanguage speech retrieval. We have already identi ed several ways in which we could take a much more cohesive approach to cross-language speech retrieval with our system atuned much more to the particularities of this problem. Still, our present approach should allow us to establish quickly a baseline of performance which we hope can serve as a benchmark to the research community interested in this problem.
The performance of our cross-language speech retrieval system has been evaluated over a collection of 30 hours of spoken news (3.4 GB), a collection which is signi cantly larger than those reported to date in the speech retrieval community. We take a precisionoriented view of the evaluation, using a measure of performance based on the rank position of the topranked relevant document. Apart from a comparison of cross-language speech retrieval with the corresponding monolingualcase, we have also been able to use this environment to examine the e ects of other newly employed tools in our cross-language retrieval and speech retrieval modules, namely the use of an independent automatic relevance feedback loop as part of query translation or as a pre-processing step for speech retrieval, the use of a similarity thesaurus constructed independently of the test environment and the use of probabilistic matching for re ning the results of speech retrieval. This allows us to examine, even at this early stage of our work on cross-language speech retrieval, some sources of potential performance improvements and to determine their e ectiveness. We will begin by positioning our cross-language speech retrieval work in the context of the state of the art in the relevant elds of cross-language text retrieval and speech retrieval (section ). In section we will present the architecture of the SPIDER cross-language speech retrieval system and describe the developments that we have made in cross-language and speech retrieval during our current phase of ongoing work. We then describe our evaluation environment in detail in section and present the results of our experiments. After a more detailed discussion of our ndings in section , we conclude with a brief summary and outlook.
State of the Art
At the present time we are unaware of any research which directly addresses the speci c task of crosslanguage speech retrieval. There is much relevant work however addressing particular sub-tasks, such as crosslanguage information retrieval in general or speech retrieval in general. Since both of these areas are of interest to us, we will brie y review the state of the art in each.
Cross-Language Retrieval
Work on cross-language information retrieval dates back to the early seventies when Salton established that English-German ( (Salton, 1970) ) and EnglishFrench ((Salton, 1972) ) cross-language retrieval was comparable to the performance of the monolingual retrieval tasks when manually developed resources were employed for query translation. More recently we have seen several approaches to cross-language retrieval being developed which aim to be generally applicable while requiring minimal or no manual intervention in the retrieval process. Although many of these approaches have been tested on substantial data collections, in many di erent languages, it is not yet possible to directly compare them as there has not yet been a comparative evaluation of the di erent approaches. This will be addressed to some degree in the crosslanguage retrieval track of the TREC-6 conference.
Current approaches to cross-language retrieval may be usefully classis ed into three classes: those which use machine translation technology, those which rely on trained resources and those which employ existing linguistic resources. NEC in Japan ( (Yamabana et al., 1996) ) have used machine translation technology for cross-language retrieval by translating users' queries in an interactive process using both dictionaries and statistical information derived from bilingual corpora . The machine translation process is also made available to the user for translated selected documents from those retrieved by the system. The machine translation company Systran are also addressing the crosslanguage retrieval problem with a system that includes machine translation technology at all stages of the retrieval process and which allows users to include detailed linguistic information in queries ( (Gachot et al., 1996) ). This work seems to be still at a relatively early stage of development though.
Approaches which rely on trained resources include the use of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) by Bellcore and others (Dumais et al., 1996) , and the work at ETH ( ) which uses similarity thesauri for query translation. The ETH approach uses multilingual comparable corpora which are aligned, and documents then merged to form surrogate bilingual documents which are indexed and used in the construction of similarity thesauri. A similarity thesaurus contains for each term of the source language a list of the most similar terms of the target language. Cross-language retrieval simply requires the extra step of looking up the query terms in the similarity thesaurus for query translation. The LSI approach also uses surrogate bilingual documents derived from aligned comparable corpora as training material which is indexed by latent semantic indexing to form a bilingual semantic space. This trained space is then used in indexing the 'live' (test) documents with the result that the newly indexed documents fall in the bilingual LSI space close to terms of each language trained, and so may be retrieved in response to user queries specied in any of the trained languages. The use of existing linguistic resources is a natural approach to cross-language retrieval. Rank Xerox Research have investigated in depth the use of a bilingual transfer dictionary (Hull and Grefenstette, 1996) and have examined approaches to dealing with the multiplicity of translations which often result. Apart from using a bilingual dictionary (Ballesteros and Croft, 1996) tested the usefullness of automatic relevance feedback as a method of re ning query translations for cross-language retrieval, with some success. The use of a dictionary was only one approach tested at CRL ( (Davis and Dunning, 1995) (Davis, 1996) ), where the use of parallel corpora was also examined. For example, query terms were located in the source side of a parallel corpus, parallel sentences were then extracted and various methods employed to determine suitable target language terms from within the parallel sentences. CRL also examined evolutionary programming for re ning translated queries.
In each case, work on the further development and testing of these approaches to cross-language information retrieval is ongoing. As research proceeds and as we begin to have opportunities for direct comparison of approaches, the relative merits and weaknesses of each will become clearer. It is worth mentioning too, that apart from the above work on cross-language information retrieval, there has also been work on crosslanguage information ltering (Oard, 1996) .
Speech Retrieval
The central focus of research on speech retrieval has long been how to automatically identify and index information from a speech signal. Speech recognition technology has to be applied for this purpose, for example in word recognition. Several groups have reported experiments with word recognition based speech retrieval. In Cambridge for example, a video mail retrieval system was developed where messages were retrieved based on 35 keywords (Brown et al., 1994) . A similar approach is being taken in the Informedia digital library project at CMU, where a large vocabulary system of approximately 64,000 wordforms is being used for indexing news video (Wactlar et al., 1996) .
A major problem inherent in the use of word-based speech retrieval is the fact that the query vocabulary is fairly restricted in size and must be de ned in advance. Further, less common words like proper names, companies etc., which have been found to be particularly suitable for retrieval, are likely to be missing from a vocabulary of only 64,000 wordforms (the large test collections now used in Information Retrieval research have on the order of 500,000 word stems). This shortcoming has led to the notion of open vocabulary indexing. In , indexing based on a 20,000 word recognizer was combined with a wordspotter that performed searches for out-of-vocabulary words. Such word-spotting searches generally operate on some phonetical representation of the speech signal. Retrieval experiments using this approach on a 5 hour video mail collection yielded an e ectiveness of 85% compared to text retrieval. However, these results were achieved using a well-tuned speech recognition system that was trained on another 5 hours of speech uttered by the same speakers. Very similar work, in terms of the idea of combining word recognition based retrieval with an open vocabulary word-spotter, is published in (James, 1996) . Evaluation over a 2.5 hour test collection of English news broadcasts showed similar results. In the more recent work at Cambridge, the large vocabulary recognizer has been completely dropped because of the computational expense involved with its use ( (Brown et al., 1996) ).
An alternative approach to overcoming the vocabulary problem is described in (Glavitsch and Sch auble, 1992) . This approach was centered on the idea of de ning a small set of subword units that would be powerful enough for retrieval while also being suitable for recognition. It turned out however, that training and tuning the recognition system for this approach would involve substantial manual e ort. The results published are therefore based on simulated experiments ( (Glavitsch et al., 1994) ).
The most recent approach to speech indexing developed at ETH includes the open vocabulary idea (Wechsler and Sch auble, 1997) . Indexing is based on phonemic transcriptions determined by a phoneme recognizer. The phonemic transcriptions are indexed using overlapping N-gram features. At retrieval time, an additional probabilistic matching technique may be applied, during which individual words are matched fuzzily against the erroneous transcriptions. This technique has proven to be e ective not only in speech retrieval ( (Wechsler and Sch auble, 1997) ) but also in retrieval from error-prone OCR texts ( (Mittendorf et al., 1995) , ). This approach has the substantial advantages of requiring only a relatively simple phoneme recognizer and having a theoretically unrestricted search vocabulary (the words of a language are composed from a closed set of phonemes). The only practical restriction on search vocabulary comes from the dictionary which is required to translate query words into their phonemic transcriptions.
System Architecture
As stated in our introduction, our current approach to cross-language speech retrieval is greatly simplied by the modular architecture of the SPIDER retrieval system, which already includes modules for cross-language retrieval and speech retrieval. The work reported here was supported by a quite straightforward coupling of the two modules, the output of the pseudotranslation process being used directly as input to the speech retrieval module. The architecture of the system as used here is illustrated in Figure 1 . This gure shows that there is no direct interface between the two modules used, rather the coupling is achieved through the use of output from one module as input to the second. The coupling of the two modules is slightly complicated however by the availability of new re nement methods in each module. There is an optional query expansion step in the pseudo-translation module, which uses automatic relevance feedback, and an optional probabilistic matching algorithm for re ning the results of the speech retrieval module.
The process of cross-language speech retrieval can be illustrated using the lower portion of Figure 1 . Our experiments test the evaluation of French textual queries against German speech documents. The pseudo-translator module is therefore responsible for pseudo-translating French queries into German, which is achieved through the use of a French-German similarity thesaurus. Once a French-German similarity thesaurus has been constructed over a training collection, query pseudo-translation is simply a matter of thesaurus lookup. This is illustrated by the path marked by the circled 1. in the Figure. We talk always of the pseudo-translation of queries when we discuss our approach to cross-language retrieval. This is becuase what is returned by a similarity thesaurus is not strictly a translation of the input query. It is rather a list of the most similar words to the query terms or query concept in the target language. The result often contains words which are translations of input query words, but this is not always the case. A good pseudo-translation is however perfectly useful for performing retrieval. In this sense, cross-language retrieval is di erent from machine translation. We do not require a direct translation of the input query in order to perform e ective retrieval, all we require is an equivalent form of the query in the target language -equivalent in the sense that the pseudo-translated query will retrieve documents relevant to the original source-language query. An example pseudo-translation of a French query from our collection is given in Table 1. This example also gives the original German query (from which the French query was manually translated) for comparison.
As a new process in our pseudo-translation module, following the research reported in (Ballesteros and Croft, 1996) on the use of relevance feedback for the re nement of translated queries, we have also introduced the possibility of an automatic relevance feedback loop in the pseudo-translator module. An important distinction here is that the collection we use for relevance feedback is distinct, though similar, to the French Le r ef erendum sur l'ind ependance de la province Translated Query canadienne-fran caise du Qu ebec est rejet e de justesse. German provinz tot lehn stimme quebec kanada Pseudo-translation franzoesisch paris kanadisch unabhaengigkeit sueden referendum volk stimme knapp German Ein Referendum uber die Unabh angigkeit der Original Query
Franz osischsprachigen kanadischen Provinz Quebec scheitert hauchd unn. Table 1 : Pseudo Translation Example collection eventually being searched. The relevance feedback loop is local to the pseudo-translator module -relevance feedback for re nement of the pseudotranslation is done on a textual collection whereas the ultimate retrieval is from a speech collection. The optional feedback loop is illustrated by the path circled 2. in the Figure. More detail is provided below on the collections used for training the similarity thesaurus and for the feedback loop. The output of the pseudotranslator module is a German query in SGML form.
The speech retrieval module accepts as input a German query in SGML form. The query is transcribed into phonemes and the phonemic transcription is submitted as a query to a SPIDER index of the speech collection. Retrieval is based on phoneme N-grams and returns a ranked list of German speech documents. The basic speech retrieval scenario is illustrated by the circled 3. in Figure 1 . A potential improvement to speech retrieval may come from the use of probabilistic matching, as used to good e ect in the similarly errorprone retrieval environment of OCR text ( (Mittendorf et al., 1995) ). We have therefore introduced this possibility into our speech retrieval module for these experiments. After an initial retrieval run using the phoneme N-grams, the top documents of the ranked list may be subjected to probabilistic matching against the query in order to re ne the rankings. This path is marked by a circled 4. in the Figure. Although this description of the top-level architecture illustrates the straightforward nature of the integration of the two modules, much work has gone into each module in turn and several new results are being incorporated for the rst time in these experiments. Having now seen how the process of cross-language speech retrieval runs in the SPIDER system, it is also worthwile looking in more detail into each of the modules used and examining the new contributions in this work.
The Pseudo-translator Module
The SPIDER Pseudo-translator Module, which uses multilingual similarity thesauri for query pseudotranslation, has previously been evaluated in performing cross-language retrieval of Italian text documents in response to German queries ( ). One of the acknowledged limitations of the experiments reported in that work was the fact that the similarity thesaurus was trained over the same comparable corpus that was later used as the document collection for searching. We stated, "An important area of further research therefore, is the use of multilingual similarity thesauri constructed o -line over one collection and then used performing multilingual retrieval over another collection". In the work reported here we have taken an important step in that direction. The comparable corpus used in the construction of our French-German similarity thesaurus is quite independent of the German collection used in retrieval. Retrieval is from a collection of speech documents representing 30 hours of radio news in 1995. We constructed our similarity thesaurus over a comparable corpus of news texts in German and French from the Swiss news agency SDA representing the three years 1988 to 1990. Although the training collection covers the same domain as the test collection, it is from a different source, in a di erent media, and from a di erent time.
Our earlier work with similarity thesauri also identi ed the process of aligning comparable corpora and determining comparable documents as critical to the quality of resulting similarity thesauri. Since the similarity thesaurus used here was also trained over documents provided by the SDA, we have again used the language-independent classi ers assigned manually to SDA news documents in our alignment process. We have added to this however a simple process of identifying proper nouns (using initial capitals) in the documents of each language and have used matching proper nouns as a second source of evidence for comparable documents. This is based on the assumption that many proper nouns (persons and places) often do not change from one language to another. Alignment of comparable documents is therefore based on a combination of overlapping SDA classi ers and matching proper nouns. Some statistics from the training collection and the resulting thesaurus are presented here in This illustrates that of the 141,656 French documents and 185,099 German documents, 83,698 comparable pairs were found which were then merged into surrogate bilingual documents. The collection of bilingual documents was made up of 145,341 French indexing features (non-stopword stems) and 179,496 German features. Since the resulting similarity thesaurus was French-German and we set it to store the 50 most similar features for each source feature, the resulting thesaurus consisted of the 50 most similar German features for each of the 145,341 French features. This thesaurus was constructed in 15 hours and uses 100MB of storage.
Although both the use of an independent training collection and the use of proper nouns are new contributions to research on similarity thesauri for crosslanguage retrieval, we had no means to identify explicitly the e ect of these in our current retrieval experiments. This will be established seperately in experiments dedicated to cross-language retrieval using similarity thesauri. We simply note here their use in our cross-language speech retrieval system.
Apart from the advances in our research on similarity thesauri, we have also introduced for this work the use of an automatic relevance feedback loop during the pseudo-translation process. (Ballesteros and Croft, 1996) report that, when used together with dictionary-based query translation, a pre-translation automatic relevance feedback loop helps nal retrieval performance (particularly precision), as does a posttranslation feedback loop (particularly recall), and both used together are most e ective, with short of vague queries bene tting most from the feedback.
Since we had access to an independent source of news texts for the same time period as the spoken news documents of our test collection, we felt that an automatic relevance feedback loop using this collection should provide a query re nement process that would lead to eventual improvements in retrieval e ectiveness. The feedback collection consisted of 58,177 documents of German newspaper stories from the Swiss newspaper NZZ (average document length 174.5 features). The style of newspaper stories was quite di erent from those of the SDA stories and from the radio news texts of the test collection. Since this collection was in German, the feedback loop was performed posttranslation, as illustrated in Figure 1 above. The effectiveness of this automatic feedback loop was specically examined in the experiments reported in section . Note that although this feedback collection was intended primarily to be used as a re nement step in pseudo-translation, we have also included an experiment whereby German source queries for monolingual speech retrieval were subjected to an automatic feedback loop over this collection and the expanded queries then submitted for speech retrieval.
Speech Retrieval Module
The speech retrieval module used for this work is based on a speaker-independent phoneme recognizer for German speech which we have constructed using the HTK toolkit (Young et al., 1993) . This recognition system was trained on 3:44 hours of the PhonDat speech corpus (PhonDat, 1993) . We have trained acoustic models for 32 di erent phonemes using a state-of-the-art modeling approach: we trained mono-phoneme continuous Hidden Markov Models with 11 mixtures. The models can be fed with 12 MFCC coe cients, 12 delta coefcients and a delta energy coe cient for every 25ms window of the speech signal (sample interval 10ms).
We have evaluated this phoneme recognizer on a very small test set based on radio news (9 speakers, 5 minutes). In this test, only 49% of the phonemes were detected correctly, whereas state-of-the-art phone or phoneme recognizers can operate at recognition rates up to 75%. The poor performance of our recogniser may be attributed to the fact that the PhonDat training set is so di erent from our audio news test collection. For example there are no speakers common to the two collections and the speakers' dialects in the PhonDat set correspond to regions of Germany, not Switzerland. Techniques like speaker adaptation or model renement by triphones could be applied to improve our recognition quality.
As described earlier, the input to the speech retrieval module takes the form of German text queries. In a rst step, the query features (non-stopword stems) are phonemically transcribed using a phoneme dictionary. The phoneme dictionary used here consists of 373,000 entries and consists mostly of the dictionary of the CELEX-2 cdrom (LDC, 1995) . A total of 1170 words and terms were added to the CELEX-2 dictionary. These consisted of compounds, proper names, numbers and other query terms that were output from the pseudo-translation module.
For indexing the audio news collection, we split all recordings into non-overlapping segments of 20 seconds duration. From the 30 hours of news, we determined 5397 documents of 20 seconds duration. Each document was passed through our phoneme recognizer and the SPIDER system was then used to extract phoneme trigram features (three consecutive phonemes per feature) out of the phonemic transcriptions and to build an index. Indexing by N-grams has been shown to be e ective for speech ((Wechsler and Sch auble, 1995) ) as well as for many other environments, e.g. Korean text (Lee and Ahn, 1996) . Queries, which are textual, were transformed to phonemic transcriptons using the phoneme dictionary described above and then also indexed by phoneme trigram features. Retrieval is based on matching phoneme trigram features in the query and in the audio documents. 2) where df(' i ) denotes the number of documents containing the feature ' i . Note that document normalisation is not necessary in our environment, because all documents have equal duration. This represents the basic speech retrieval scenario illustrated in path 3. of Figure 1 and described above.
Path 4. of our architecture shown in Figure 1 describes an optional reranking method based on the probabilistic matching method developed here at ETH ( (Mittendorf et al., 1995) , (Wechsler and Sch auble, 1995) ). The idea is to locate possible occurrences of the query words in the documents based on their phonemic transcriptions, to assign probabilities to these possible occurrences, and to use this information in the estimation of overall occurrence probabilities. The sum of the probabilities assigned to possible occurrences of one query word in a document can be interpreted as the expected feature frequency, e , of that query word in that document. The overall retrieval function for the probabilistic reordering stage has been de ned as: 
The slots s k are the positions of potential occurrences of a query word w i . p(w i ; s k ) denotes the probability that the query word w i actually occurs in slot s k . This function is based on an edit distance dist(w i ; s k ) between the phonemic transcriptions of a query word and the phonemic representation in the slot respectively (see (Wechsler and Sch auble, 1995) for details), on the number of equal characters between the transcriptions (e), and on the length (l) of the query transcription. The probability function, which has been determined empirically, is given as: Note that the idf-value in (3) can not be derived from the audio collection. We have therefore collected the idf-values from our NZZ newspaper text collection, as used for the automatic relevance feedback loop in the pseudo-translator module.
Note also that, in contrast to other work described above, the speech retrieval module as described here uses a speech (phoneme) recognizer which is completely independent and not tuned to our test collection. This makes the retrieval process more di cult, but represents a more realistic general speech retrieval environment.
Evaluation
Our speech collection consists of approximately 30 hours of Swiss radio news covering the time range from April to December 1995. This news material was collected automatically using a system set to record 7 minutes per day beginning at 7am or 9am. The collection is therefore uncontrolled in many respects. Recordings sometimes contain music or nonnews speech, for example if the news bulletin lasted less than 7 minutes. There are at least 10 di erent speakers, both male and female, represented in the collection. Another interesting feature is the fact that news bulletins often include reports from correspondents over the telephone line. In general, a recorded news bulletin covers approximately 5 to 7 di erent news stories, and story boundaries can not be automatically determined. For retrieval, we cut all recordings into non-overlapping xed length documents of 20 seconds duration, regardless of story boundaries. This resulted in a collection of 5,397 audio documents.
The queries were collected from independent sources; year-end news reviews published in several di erent Swiss newspapers at the end of 1995. These reviews contained a brief summary of each major news event during that year. We extracted 26 queries based on the summaries of events dated in the range October to December 1995. The average query length is 10.5 terms. For the cross-language experiments, these German queries were manually translated into French. A summary of query statistics is presented in Table 3. # Queries 26 longest query 19 shortest query 6 average # terms 10.5 Table 3: Query statistics For each query, we de ned relevant documents in the following way. Given the date of the query event, we listened to the recorded news bulletins for that date and for two subsequent days. A 20 second segment of the bulletin was declared to be a relevant document if at least 15 seconds of that segment covered the query event. This strategy yielded on average 2.5 relevant documents per query.
Experiments
The main objective of our experiments was to compare the performance of a cross-language speech retrieval task with the baseline monolingual speech retrieval. The monolingual baseline was established by submitting the original German queries derived from the newspaper reviews to the speech retrieval module. This experiment was labelled DE Base. The basic cross-language experiment involved submitting the manually translated French queries to the pseudo-translator module to produce German pseudotranslations, and these pseudo-translated German queries were then submitted to the speech retrieval module. This experiment was labelled FR Sim Base. Query pseudo-translation was performed by translating each input French query term with the two most similar German terms stored in the similarity thesaurus.
Two further experiments were performed to test the e ectiveness of query expansion based on an automatic relevance feedback loop over an independent but similar document collection. The rst of these tests was aimed at establishing the usefullness of this relevance feedback loop as a query re nement step performed after query pseudo-translation. The input French queries were rst pseudo-translated as in the baseline crosslanguage experiments. The resulting German pseudotranslations were then submitted as queries to the NZZ feedback collection. The top 5 documents retrieved were automatically assumed to be relevant and query term re-weighting was then performed using the Rocchio formula ( (Rocchio, 1971) ). The top weighted 10 features were then returned as the output query to be submitted to the speech retrieval module. This crosslanguage run with feedback is labelled FR Sim NZZ.
We tested similarly the usefulness of the automatic feedback loop as a query expansion step prior to speech retrieval in the monolingual case. The original German queries were evaluated against the NZZ text collection as a rst step and automatic relevance feedback performed as described above. Again, the top 10 reweighted features were then submitted to the speech retrieval module. This is labelled as DE NZZ. Each of these four experimental runs were executed using the basic speech retrieval scenario based on phoneme tri-grams. The probabilistic matching step for re nement of speech retrieval results was not used in these initial tests. The results of these four experiments are presented in Figure 2 .
Our evaluation strategy is precision oriented. For each query, we measure the rank position of the highest-ranked relevant document. This stragety was selected in order to avoid the huge e ort needed in gathering the relevance information required for a standard IR evaluation based on precision and recall. For each query event, we focussed our relevance assessments on the news bulletins on the day the event was rst reported and on the two subsequent days. A similar approach to relevance judgements has been used for ) and a similar evaluation strategy, based on the rank position of relevant documents, has been used in the TREC confusion track ( (Harman, 1996) ) where only one document (known item) is considered relevant.
The result graphs presented here therefore show the percentage of queries where a relevant document was found within a given range of the ranked list of documents retrieved. In our experiments we considered only the top 100 retrieved documents for each query. Figure 2 , for example, shows that for 57% of queries, a relevant document was found within the rst 50 ranks for the monolingual baseline experiment DE Base, whereas for the cross-language baseline FR Sim Base, only 27% of the queries had a relevant document returned within the rst 50 retrieved documents. A second iteration of experiments was then performed with the objective of evaluating the e ectiveness of probabilistic matching applied as a re nement step in speech retrieval. The tri-gram matching was performed as before to retrieve an initial list of ranked documents, but this set of documents was then subjected to further matching against the query using probabilistic matching. The objective was that this matching would facilitate a re-ordering of the retrieved documents into an ultimately better ranking, based on a more accurate matching process. Each of the four experimental runs presented above (DE Base, FR Sim Base, DE NZZ, FR Sim NZZ) were therefore re-run with probabilistic matching used to re ne the speech retrieval results. The initial phoneme tri-gram retrieval returned a list of the top 500 ranked documents which were re-ordered based on probabilistic matching. The top 100 ranked documents of the reordered list were then considered as the nal list. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 3 . To compare the performance of di erent variations in cross-language and monolingual speech retrieval using the results presented here, we can choose a rank position and examine the percentage of queries which returned a relevant document above that position. Since we are interested in high-precision performance we can compare performance at the top 10 document cut-o level. With only tri-gram matching for speech retrieval, the baseline monolingual run performs best retrieving a relevant document in the top 10 for almost 40% of the queries. The use of an initial feedback loop for query expansion has not helped in this con guration, returning a relevant document in the top 10 for just over 30% of the queries. In the cross-language experiments, the baseline is at 20% of queries and the query re nement loop using automatic feedback is again worse, with a relevant document in the top 10 for around 18% of queries.
When probabilistic matching is used to re ne the results of speech retrieval the use of an automatic relevance feedback loop seems to help more. Best performance at the 10 document cut-o was achieved with monolingual retrieval using feedback-based query expansion as a pre-processing step, scoring 44% of queries with relevant documents in the top 10. The monolingual baseline achieved this for 40% of queries, the same level as without probabilistic matching, though the shape of the graph for the this run within the range of the top 10 documents varies between the two congurations. In the cross-language experiments with probabilistic matching, the use of a post-translation feedback loop also performs better than the baseline, with scores of 18% and 11% respectively. The best cross-language performance with probabilistic matching (including feedback) is however, worse than the baseline cross-language performance when no probabilistic matching is employed.
The best monolingual German speech retrieval results at the 10 document cut-o are given by the use of both an automatic relevance feedback loop for query expansion based on the NZZ newspaper collection and the use of probabilistic matching for re ning the results of an initial phoneme tri-gram based retrieval run. The best cross-language French-German speech retrieval results at the 10 document cut-o are given by the use of a similarity thesaurus based query pseudo-translation without any query re nement and without the use of probabilistic matching in the speech retrieval module. There therefore seems to be an intricate interplay of inuences between the various di erent tools and steps that we have employed in the various stages of crosslanguage speech retrieval. These in uences can only be teased apart through a much more comprehensive set of experiments isolating each variable in turn and examining relationships with the other parts of our architecture.
Discussion
Although one may be tempted to conclude that our present experiments have insu ciently examined the individual e ectivness of the various tools that we have newly developed or employed for cross-language speech retrieval, one must not loose sight of our initial objectives for this work. We have successfully established and presented here a baseline level of performance for cross-language speech retrieval. Further we have provided an examination of some additional tools which we felt may be of bene t in performing this task and have presented initial results as to their likely e ectiveness. These initial results point to the need for further research, particularly with regard to an examination of the use of probabilstic matching in speech retrieval, and of the usefulness of a query expansion or re nement step based on automatic relevance feedback, either as part of query pseudo-translation or as a pre-process to speech retrieval.
The baseline for cross-language speech retrieval is as follows: 20% of queries have at least one relevant document in the top 10 documents returned by cross-language speech retrieval, compared to 44% of queries in the monolingual case, when evaluated over 26 French queries submitted against 5,397 20 second German audio documents derived from 30 hours of radio news.
There are many potential sources of improvement to this baseline, even with the system presented here. Recall that the speech recogniser used in the speech retrieval module was trained completely independently of this study. A simple test of this recogniser using material similar to the test material here revealed a recognition rate of only 49%. We feel that some tuning of this recogniser, still using material independent of our test collection but at least using audio samples of German as spoken in Switzerland, would result in better recognition rates, which should in turn help retrieval performance. In fact training of a speech recognition system for German has the inherent disadvantage of relying on much less training data than is available for English, for example. A similar source of potential improvement for our speech retrieval is the probability function used in the re nement step of probabilistic matching (see equation 5 in section ). This formula has been determined empirically but has not been tuned at all to the audio collection used here. Some adjustement of probabilities to re ect the types of recognition errors made by our speech recogniser would almost certainly be of bene t. With respect to possible improvements with the automatic feedback loop, there are many parameter variations which may be tried. In our experiments, feedback was based on the assumption of the top 5 documents being relevant and rocchio reweighting returned the top 10 weighted features as the new query. We may try taking more documents as relevant and experiment also with the size of the expanded query.
Apart from tuning particular aspects of the crosslanguage speech retrieval system presented here, we must also consider a more cohesive integration of our modules, resulting in a system architecture designed completely around the task of cross-language speech retrieval. For example the training of a similarity thesaurus is not restricted to work with comparable collections of only text documents. Especially in the news domain, we could possibly identify a comparable collection consisting on the one side of French text documents and on other side German audio documents. We could use our speech retrieval module to index the German audio documents to phoneme trigrams and perhaps use a phoneme dictionary for proper nouns as a source for determining comparable documents. With an alignment of French text documents with German audio documents we can construct a similarity thesaurus which maps each French feature to a list of the most similar German phonemes or phoeme trigrams in the training collection.
This constitutes a substantial list of avenues for future work and, as such, already represents a valuable output from this work. Not only do we now have a list of topics to address, we have also put in place an environment in which to test our future work and a baseline against which we can compare the performance of future parameters, modules, or architectures. We stressed in the introduction that what we report here represents our rst step in the direction of crosslanguage speech retrieval. There is much room for improvement.
Conclusion
Having previously tackled independently the tasks of cross-language text retrieval and speech retrieval, we have set out here to integrate our past work and provide a system for cross-language speech retrieval. We have not only achieved this objective, we have also put in place an environment for evaluating the performance of a cross-language speech retrieval system over a collection of about 30 hours of radio news in German. We have used this environment to test our system and to establish a baseline for performance of cross-language speech retrieval compared to a benchmark of performance on the monolingual speech retrieval task using equivalent queries. We use a measure of performance based on the percentage of queries for which at least one relevant document was retrieved in the top 10 ranked documents returned.
Apart from accomplishing the objective of setting a baseline for cross-language speech retrieval performance, we have also examined the use of several additional tools and steps that we felt may improve performance on this task. This examination has provided us with information that will help us direct our future work in this area. Using this information we hope to be soon able to improve on the baseline performance established here.
